DESIGN IN AN AGE OF CRISIS
Irene Roca, Architect and design researcher ( M.Arch and MA Design)
Project : Appropriating the grid ( Two years research project developed at Central Saint Martins,
winner of the Green Trail Award by Maison0 )
This project aims to demonstrate how unfinished domestic spaces can play a decisive role for
social empowerment. I strongly believe we can use unfinished architecture structures, such as
Contemporary Ruins, to start creating more participative and society reflecting environments.
This exercise is a critique of the way of producing and consuming architecture in European
countries, from the point of view of sustainability and social inclusion. Who are we building for? is
the architectural and construction world listening to the residential needs of their users? Are new
constructions ethical, sustainable and tenable considering the quality produced and the amount
of unfinished and empty real estate stock? I present an encouraging view of this new landscape
of unfinished structures with enormous possibilities.
Contemporary Ruins are the visible part of the overproduction in the construction industries. The
European economy, organized in the form of a chain market, overproduces at all stages. From the
constant creation and discard of construction materials, caused by strict checking and overregulated safety and quality. To the approaches to producing the spaces that surround us,
delivered completely finished and pre-designed beforehand and therefore rarely according to the
rapidly changing real needs of users. People have to start taking part in the decision-making
process of their residential spaces. To promote this situation, we must begin to build with less,
creating structures that can evolve with their users.
Although being a disrupted force in our lives, the last two financial crises have provided us with
performance possibilities. The first one —the financial crisis of 2008— left us with a stage already
built from which we must take advantage, and the sad contradictory reality, that restrictiveness of
European regulations prevents most of the public action. And the second one —the actual one
with Covid-19— brought us an intense reflection on the spaces we inhabit, followed by an
unprecedented relaxation of urban rules, an opportunity that we cannot miss to demonstrate how
another way of inhabiting and building is possible.
Learning from similar Latin Americans precedents, where inhabitants were able to develop those
spaces according to their needs. I combined formal structure and informal adaptation through upcycled construction materials to provide needed furniture solutions. The collection oﬀers an
ensemble of 11 modular elements that combine to achieve any standard high or measure for our
daily needs.
Over the past two years, I researched how the European system works. Making use of legal grey
zones to obtain materials in perfect condition, discarded by construction companies, underpinned
the production of the collection. I propose a series of ‘recipes’ for people to follow to create
domestic solutions.
The project illustrates how sustainability is a matter of operations and behaviours not merely a
matter of architectural design and technology.

This is my journey through research, design and proposition of the
collection.
The Contemporary ruins or the ruins of excess are constructions from the past 40 years that were never finished
or inhabited. Structures that appeared around the world mostly as a result of the diverse financial crisis.
Buildings that were never so and came to life under the concept of ruins. But They are just the visible part, the tip
of the iceberg, of the industry’s overproduction.
We can classify them in two big groups, the empty ones, that present their original static state, are relatively
recent ones and can be found all over Europe.
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The other group are the inhabited; those are dynamic structures that belong to the financial crisis of the ‘80s and
‘90s, whose most representative examples are in Latin America.
I based my research on the strangely well documented Torre David, in Caracas. Much of Torre David is in a
near-constant state of evolution and modification, physically and socially, spheres that continually influence one
another. This contemporary ruin is an excellent example of architecture and interior design that evolves with
the inhabitant’s needs, what we could intent to happened in our unfinished buildings if we come to agreements.
The experiment tower became a trial-and-error test that proves another way of constructing and inhabiting is
possible.
There is also a considerable eclecticism, born of individual ability, the impulse towards experimentation,
taste, and financial resources. In general, the adaptive reuse of the building appears to be evolving towards
the “normal”, or formal, employing a trial-and-error informality. Thus construction in Torre David combines
collective knowledge of the self-built, incremental housing of the barrios with new techniques and strategies that
adapt this knowledge to the conditions of the Tower.
What I consider to be an interesting fundamental part here is that thanks to this series of very personalized
decision-making processes, people were able to rise socially little by little. Some of them succeeded to have
houses built into this unfinished structure that presented much better quality of space and materials than the
ones they could have hoped to have in the Barrios. Torre David proves that when we provide people with the
opportunity of having a minimum existing structure as the ground for their domestic spaces, — And they
choose not to finish it at once but gradually, — We are also allowing a series of engagement processes that can
reflect directly into their economic and social situation.
The problem to apply this way of building in an over-regulated Europe if no one who designs, or constructs, or
pays for the design and construction of a building wants to think of it as ephemeral or mutable. And yet that is
precisely what we must have in mind when we design and build. ©2012 Urban-Think Tank

Prioritizing functions and processes over final forms I create a series of modular elements (3 types: the stool, the
board and the shelf). Those structures should work as tools to create our own furniture pieces, a true reflection
of our changing lives where nothing is permanent. Then applying some construction processes, I showcase
techniques and materials normally hidden, reinterpreted this time under a new context.
I prepared a series of workshop to test my design and draw conclusions from the ideas in collaboration with
other people, but due to Covid 19 they got cancelled. I hope to be able to do this in the future because I think
this should be a 2 directions project and feedback is needed.

This is my journey through processes, prototyping and production.
The materials used for the collection are a different mix of types of cement and sands discarded because the
packaging was open. Bricks of different colours discarded because were broken or the amount wasn’t big enough
to get sold. I have transformed them into brick dust for pigmentation and gravel for the base of the pieces. The
interior of the pieces is made with insulation panels discarded because they got wet or broken. The construction
mesh is leftovers.
Most of the materials were provided by a local Lawsons through technically illegal verbal agreements. All the
collection was produced by myself at the CSM workshops with no use of any big machinery with the aim of creating an accessible exercise. Everything was handmade and interrupted by Covid’s lockdown, so it’s still unfinished.
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APPROPIATING THE GRID

The images presented here explore the intention of the collection with the initial collages and the current state
of it. Sadly, production got abruptly interrupted due to Covid-19. The images where taken at CSM the last day before lockdown.
Every element will be casted differently as represented on the first collage, and every mesh will have a black patina.
I believe that the scale in which we play with furniture pieces in domestic interiors allows us to test complex ideas around
sustainability and social issues in a faster and more dynamic way than architecture. As an architect and designer who has developed
her practise rethinking abandoned and empty European structures, I project my future working with spaces generated by
overproduction crisis, using them as platforms to expand experimentation in domestic spaces.

